Secure Journey

We help make journeys in challenging, complex, or unfamiliar locations, safer.

By pre-booking Control Risks vehicles when your personnel are visiting unfamiliar countries, you can be confident that they’re in safe hands. Fulfil your duty of care obligations by providing secure transportation that prepares, safeguards and responds should the need arise.

No matter how straightforward or complicated the journey you need to arrange, we’ll ensure that your team are safer, better protected, and more productive. Entrust their safety to experienced, professional drivers who have been carefully vetted and trained, using top-quality vehicles, maintained to the highest standard.

Control Risks’ unrivalled intelligence and risk analysis allows us to monitor the threats and risks which may impact the journey and quickly take steps to mitigate the risks.

Why Control Risks

Control Risks is the leading provider of specialist global security, risk consulting, threat monitoring and risk mitigation. Since 1975, Control Risks has been providing secure transport in unfamiliar locations worldwide.

Who we work with

Confidentiality is important to many of those we work with, so we don’t identify clients as a matter of course. They do include national and multinational businesses in all sectors, government and diplomatic departments and an increasing number of NGOs, high net worth families and high-profile individuals.

Industry sectors where we have experience:

- Oil and Gas
- Aviation and Transport
- NGO
- Manufacturing
- Financial Services
- Technology
- Construction and Engineering
- Healthcare

Control Risks services include:

- Threat led approach to protective services
- Flexibility for schedule amendments
- Airport or port ‘meet and greet’
- Vehicle tracking
- Journey project management
- Health and hygiene protocols
- Secure transport
Benefit from your dedicated Control Risks journey management co-ordinator, providing access to the Control Risks global team of crisis and risk management experts.

Our vehicles are supervised by the 24/7 Control Risks Security Operations Centre, helping to detect and respond to threats around-the-clock ensuring your duty of care.

Pay for journeys using our online payment system, streamline your expense reporting and provide transparent financial accountability.

Control Risks’ 37 global offices provide access to an impressive network of local and international security professionals.

Our teams of local liaison officers guarantee exceptional host-nation knowledge and language support.

We operate an extensive vehicle fleet, providing reliability and quality at scale to meet country-wide operational needs.

First aid and comfort kits in all vehicles.

Smooth integration with other Control Risks client security services.

Areas of operation:

With offices in every region and time zone, we are positioned to help you wherever and whenever you need us. We don’t just know the world – we live and work in every part of it.

Quality-assured service

Peace of mind when working in challenging locations.

Wherever we operate, we apply the strictest ethical, legal, and regulatory standards.

COVID-19 secure protocols are strictly enforced for all drivers and vehicles.

Trained drivers that ensure a quality experience.

Control Risks conducts comprehensive compliance and due diligence, adding an extra layer of assurance to your duty of care.

Expertly maintained and insured vehicles, suitable for any terrain.

Globally consistent standard operating procedures ensure the same high quality of service regardless of where you are travelling.

Always on hand

Secure transportation you can trust.

Benefit from your dedicated Control Risks journey management co-ordinator, providing access to the Control Risks global team of crisis and risk management experts.

Our vehicles are supervised by the 24/7 Control Risks Security Operations Centre, helping to detect and respond to threats around-the-clock ensuring your duty of care.

Pay for journeys using our online payment system, streamline your expense reporting and provide transparent financial accountability.

Well-connected

Benefit from our knowledge and our network.

Control Risks’ 37 global offices provide access to an impressive network of local and international security professionals.

Our teams of local liaison officers guarantee exceptional host-nation knowledge and language support.

We operate an extensive vehicle fleet, providing reliability and quality at scale to meet country-wide operational needs.

Above and beyond

Let us deal with the complexities of visiting and moving within unfamiliar locations.

Discreet, unobtrusive drivers who are trained to take proportionate security precautions.

Our operations managers and drivers access live threat intelligence and conduct risk evaluations for each journey.

Email securejourney@controlrisks.com